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WHO ARE WE?

Tymeagain Ltd started designing and making toys and
games here in the Wylye Valley, Wiltshire, England in
1994. Almost three decades later, our toys and model
kits are still more than just designed in Britain, they are
MADE in Britain, from start to finish.
We have become the largest UK manufacturer of wooden
toys and laser cut model kits. We have a simple philosophy
‘do our best, or don’t bother’ and this has stood us well. If
you want to offer your customers products of traditionally
high quality, you will love what we can deliver you.
WHO IS BEHIND THE
TYMEAGAIN NAME?

Tymeagain has always been and still remains to be a family
run business. Hellyn and Ben Cresswell-Jeal started
Tymeagain because of their children. Much has changed
since Tymeagain first started, but some things have
remained the same. Ben is still designing, but there are new
faces about. Ben and Hellyn’s youngest daughter Daisey who
is now heading up Tymeagain’s customer support team
along with Hellyn to get your orders out to you. CAD, their
oldest child, runs the laser side of the business(4Ground),
which you can find out a bit more about on pages 11 & 12.
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ROLE-PLAY

For children to experience active role-play at it’s best our toys are well made to
exacting safety standards by craftsmen and women in our own workshop in
Wiltshire. Our toy swords have unique safety rope guards(for which we have
international design rights). Our bows are pre-stressed on 3 occasions during
manufacture and our large safety arrows are possibly the safest available!
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Role-play is a vital part of everyday for children because it is so much more than
jumping around for exercise; though that in itself is very important.
With active role-play children learn empathy and social skills, it fires their
imagination, helps develop their dexterity and it stretches their abilities to
communicate.
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CREATING HISTORY

Almost from the start we were asked for blank shields and swords without finished
blades, there were to be Paint and Create your own. Although meant for a
do-it-yourself purpose, these blank shields and swords are made with the same
care as our other toys. The success of this range over the years still remains
incredibly strong, ideal for parties and on site activity days!
ETCHED EARL
OF PEMBROKE
SHIELD’
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Developed over many years these are great projects for
youngsters to get into history.
Each project includes a laser scored hand finished shield,
a simple beechwood sword, an A3 sized colouring poster
with historical info and a ‘how to’ info sheet to explain
how it’s all able to be done.
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HISTORIC TOY SWORDS

These toy swords are a way of letting a child discover a different era and may be
the reason that many of our toy swords are bought as inspirational education aids
by innumerable schools, and as historic interpretational tools by education officers
from museums and living history sites throughout Europe.

HISTORIC TOY SWORDS SHOULD BE CHILD’S PLAY

Michelle Elliott as a director of children’s national charity Kidscape, which
campaigns against bullying among children has been quoted saying:
“If children explore their aggression-with toys like these- there is less chance that
they will go on to use it in non-productive ways. It’s a valuable way of learning
about conflict, compromise and negotiation.”
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HISTORIC TOY SWORDS

The swords in this range are 2/3rds the size of actual historic artifact swords, but
first and foremost they are great fun toys to delight and inspire. This range has
grown over the years as more and more museum and historic site custodians
desired toy swords with more to offer than just role-play fun; they wanted toys
that were representative of real historic swords.

SUSTAINABILITY AND A GREENER FUTURE

The swords and items we produce are environmentally friendly, however we want to take
the next step to a better future. Our current products are sustainably sourced. There is
currently no plastic free alternative to PVA, but we use a very minimal amount on our
swords to make sure we keep to the exacting standards. The packaging we currently use is
plastic tape, cardboard boxes, large plastic bags (intended for reuse as binbags etc) and
plastic kimbles with card labels. However, for an additional 30p per order we can source
more expensive paper parcel tape to make your rubbish more recyclable as both the tape
and the box can then be recycled together. For an additional 3p per unit we can use
biodegradable rubber bands for our labels instead of the plastic kimbles. The reason for the
price increase is due to extra labour for hole punching etc. We currently use a bag per 10
units for our swords, however for no additional charge, we can put more swords into each
bag, to reduce the amount of bags we use. If you would like any of these more
environmentally packaging options, you will need to express them precisely when ordering.
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HISTORIC TOY SWORDS

Although these are toys, they are made utilising the natural advantages of the
materials in them in the same way that metals are used to make real swords.
The strong and flexible wood blade goes right through the length of the sword to
the pommel, in the same way sprung steel blades end at the pommel. The jute
guard is resilient yet supple, just like the milder steel guard on a real sword.
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HISTORIC TOY SWORDS

Each toy comes with it’s own label with historically accurate information about the
sword and the person who would have used it during the historical age they lived in.
The collection groups are: BRONZE AGE & EGYPTIAN AND GREEK, CELTIC &
ROMAN, ROMANO-BRITISH & ANGLO-SAXON, VIKING & NORMAN, MEDIEVAL
WELSH, SCOTTISH & ENGLISH, TUDOR/STUART & GEORGIAN/VICTORIAN

SKU: TY-KNSD
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OAK BLADE REPLICAS

A very popular range of full sized historic replica swords. These beautiful solid oak
blades all come with our well loved and very unique rope guards, but they are
bigger and stronger. They truly radiate quality of material, quality of manufacture
and are absolutely wonderful to hold, they are though full sized and very, VERY
BIG!
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LASERCUT SERVICES

You name it, we can probably do it for you. With multiple designers and ten lasers
in our workshop we are possibly the best to call when you have a product in mind.
We have customers from all markets, not just heritage/gift or model shops.
We have worked with the best companies requiring schedules to be kept on time
everytime.
SPECIALISED PRODUCTS

CELEBRATION
ACCESSORIES

BESPOKE ACTIVITY KITS
AND LABELLING

LASERCUT MODEL KITS

LASER ENGRAVED TOYS

-Table numbers
-Customised signs
-Coasters
-Painted versions of MDF
products are also possible.
TRILATHON FOR
ENGLISH HERITAGE
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UK
MODEL KITS AND MINIATURES

WWW.4GROUNDPUBLISHING.CO.UK

Below are examples of some of the pre-painted MDF kits available at 4Ground Publishing.
28S-UMS-107
TRIUMPHAL ARCH

28-CAW-310
TWO CELTIC
BRITON CHARIOTS

28S-FAR-112
THE AWARD WINNING
‘STOIC ARMS’

28S-POP-A2
CRANE

28S-MED-101
HIGH MEDIEVAL
COTTAGE

TFTB-28S-IFJ-104 TORII GATE
28S-WAW-138
CORNER
BAKERY

20S-DMH-138
STEAM LOCOMOTIVE(RED)
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WHAT’S NEXT?

Tymeagain Ltd will be branching out
into more historical toys and games.
We hope to bring out more home
accessories, whether they are wooden
in nature or environmentally friendly
household items, and we are wanting
to expand a range of Wylye Valley
Crafts lasercut model kits for gifts and
projects.
If you have any suggestions, feel free
to email us at
enq@tymeagain.co.uk

WHO WE WORK WITH?

This is just a small sample of
the amazing companies and
people we have worked with.
CONTACT US:
WYLYE VALLEY CRAFTS & DESIGN
UNITS 34-36, DEVERILL ROAD TRADING ESTATE
SUTTON VENY, WARMINSTER
WILTSHIRE
BA12 7BZ
For Bespoke hobby projects
TEL; 01985 840038
and other Laser Work:
enq@tymeagain.co.uk
design@4ground.co.uk
daisey@tymeagain.co.uk
Visit our website at: www.tymeagain.co.uk

